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PRESS RELEASE   

 
TIME LAPSE CONSTRUCTION VIDEOS MADE EASIER THAN EVER: 
BRINNO INTRODUCES FOUR NEW CAMERA BUNDLES 

 
Amsterdam, February 2022 – Short-term or long. Indoor or out. Come rain or shine. With four new 
time lapse camera bundles, Brinno offers the perfect solution for documenting any timelapse 
project. After the raving success of the Brinno timelapse bundles for construction, four new options 
are now available with the BCC2000Plus and TLC2020. All bundles are loaded with top-of-the-line 
technology and an extra-long battery life. No wonder they are the time lapse solutions of choice for 
professionals. Combined with one of the new bundles, creating an instant ready-to-watch time lapse 
video has never been easier. The BCC2000Plus bundle offers a clamp mount kit and construction 
power housing with a cable extender to use the camera while mounted. All three TLC2020-bundles 
include ATH1000 waterproof housing to guarantee fully protected recordings for months on end. 
The mount and construction bundles are supplemented with a mount kit to easily and safely secure 
the camera in a wide variety of locations.    
 
Housing, Mount or Construction Bundle 
TLC2020 is a full HD camera especially designed for capturing high quality time-lapse videos. Colors 
and light levels are automatically balanced out using the HDR sensor, so no cosmetic post-editing is 
needed. Taping a short-term indoor or outdoor project? Pick the Housing Bundle (TLC2020-H) with 
camera and IP67 waterproof housing. Need more time? Get the Mount Bundle (TLC2020-M) to install 
the camera in any desired location using the bundled sturdy mount kit and bungee cords. The 
Construction Bundle (TLC2020-C) is meant for long-term outdoor projects. The stainless-steel mount 
clamp is equipped with two grip options for either flat or cylindrical surfaces. Set it and forget it, as it 
provides four-season sturdiness and protection. The BCC2000Plus is the first timelapse bundle to allow 
operating the camera while it is mounted up to 10 meters high. 
 
Taking the market by storm 
Jan Boers, CEO of Brinno-distributor: “IDCP is happy to offer the new time lapse camera bundles: 
Brinno is known for its state-of-the-art and easy to use products. Brinno was the first to specialize in 
timelapse photography advancements and has defined the market with dedicated camera’s and the 
very successful bundles for the construction business. Easy does it, as you can simply stop recording 
and instantly share your time lapse video. Months of construction progress turned into minutes of 
inspiring film! At IDCP, we are proud to bring these new bundles to the European market, as they offer 
a user-friendly filming experience for any project.” 
 

About IDCP 

As an importer and distributor of electronics and computer products, IDCP is marketing innovative solutions in the fields of 
mobility, security, connectivity and productivity. The company is working closely together with suppliers from all over the 

world to bring surprising and relevant products to the main European markets. Brinno is but one of the trusted and pioneering 
brands IDCP represents. Also see www.idcp.eu.  
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